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Analysis of Profitability by Implementing RFID-Technology in 3PL Warehouse Business

Dipl. Kffr. Andrea Mayer (andrea.mayer@global-logistics-competence.partners)
University of Applied Sciences Kempten, Germany

Summary

Research question: Facing the dynamic field of warehouse logistics and the rising customer process demands combined with cost pressure then a constant change management and continuous, customer-oriented improvement process must take place in 3PL warehouse business. Hence technological change, especially in regards of automatic object localisation and product tracking along the supply chain, gains in importance. That raises the question if a change from barcode technology to radio frequency identification generates profitability in 3PL warehouse business.

Methods: Based on the principles of continuous process improvement, change management, process modelling, process time measurement, logistics-oriented value stream mapping and process calculation the profitability of RFID technological is evaluated. The analysis evaluates different scenarios, ranging from full pallet to item RFID-tagging by producer or by 3PL.

Results: The RFID-profitability-analysis shows positive financial savings for well-selected, dominant full pallet handling operations, especially when all involved business partners along the supply chain cooperate. This cooperation must be based on a fair cost-benefit sharing model, which requires negotiation skills, as well as change management skills to make partners participants and supporters of the change.


1. Introduction

“The only thing certain in life is change.” (Plenert 2012, pg. 15)

Also in contract logistics business a constant change in process requirements and market demands exists. A major driver of this growing process complexity is the highly competitive market in which 3PL’s customers play and which, hence, influence customer’s wishes. So the 3PLs have to go through a change to meet the global challenges in future. In order to be prepared for the future the 3PL’s view must be turned onto the establishment of continuous improvement processes, which means to establish transparent, optimal workflows, a healthy, stable, well-trained resource-base, a reliable, satisfied customer-base and business profitability. But such a paradigm shift requires the ability to be creative and open for innovative thoughts and ideas. The latest developments in technology foster a more optimised and leaner logistics process realisation, either with state-of-the-art camera systems, modern automation technique, like
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conveyor systems and automated guided vehicles or sophisticated auto-identification technology, like RFID.

Due to the advancements in the field of auto-identification technology the time has now come to evaluate if state-of-the-art technology, like RFID, creates optimisation and saving potentials in warehouse businesses. RFID not only changes the warehouse processes and personnel costs, but has also impact on stock accuracy, avoidance of out of stock situations at point of sale and an avoidance of “backorder” (Ustundag, Kilinc 2013, pg. 73). Considering these areas then benefits as well as occurring investments for “hardware (…) software (…) service” (Ustundag, Kilinc 2013, pg. 72) and “reoccurring costs, namely cost of tags and maintenance” (Ustundag, Kilinc 2013, pg. 73) need to be portioned among all members, e.g. manufacturer, distributor, retailer.

The establishment of such cost benefit sharing (CBS) models is difficult and requires negotiation efforts. It requires transparency on all stages in order to offer “a win-win situation” (Uckelmann 2012, pg. 94). But, as Uckelmann (2012, pg. 94) stated, “this level of transparency is quite often not wanted by companies” (Uckelmann 2012, pg. 94). A network-wide optimization based on RFID is realizable but “the effort involved to install and maintain such a system may even exceed the advantages” (Uckelmann 2012, pg. 94).

It is the target of this study to evaluate from a process-related point of view and from a financial perspective the benefits of a change from barcode technology to RFID for all business partners involved in warehouse operations.

2. Status Quo of RFID Technology Research and Development

Like barcode technology RFID has its origins in the military explorations regarding Auto Identification run in the 1930s and 1940s (Mayer 2013, pg. 5). Until now RFID has developed to a consumer-focused, transparency-providing technology, able to store huge product-relevant data, which will be transferred to readers via ultra-high-frequency, electro-magnetic-waves even without an existing line-of-sight (Mayer 2013, pg. 5 and pg. 6).

The main advantages in RFID are the omission of a direct “line-of-sight (…) [as well as] a longer read range” (Mayer 2013, pg. 12). The tag robustness against external influences and the possibility of a re-usage of a tag, depending on the tag classification, are other arguments for RFID (Mayer 2013, pg. 12). The transparency aspect, especially regarding inventory control, provides further advantages regarding correctness and accuracy (Mayer 2013, pg. 12). Furthermore RFID offers the possibility to store a large amount of product-specific data on a tag, which also fosters transparency and consumer-orientation (Mayer 2013, pg. 11).

All standardization could not prevent criticism, which arose regarding the read quality of the RFID-tags, especially when being used on products like metal or liquids, regarding the data security by reading data without line-of-sight (Mayer 2013, pg. 13) and regarding the related tag-costs (Mayer 2013, pg. 12).

The formerly seen advantage in a wider read range, based on UHF-waves, and the omission of a direct line-of-sight, while reading the transponder, turned to difficult obstacles to overcome. The read quality of bulk reading, where more than one tagged product on, e.g., a pallet needs to be read simultaneously remains error-prone.

Data security aspects and privacy issues play another important role in criticising RFID. Other pitfalls of RFID are the related implementation costs (Mayer 2013, pg. 12) and the lack in distributing the costs among the involved business partners, e.g. along the supply chain (Uckelmann 2012, pg. 2). Furthermore RFID-tags, based on EPC, contain a broader bandwidth of product-related information, which is also currently difficult to be translated to UPC (Mayer 2013, pg. 12).

Communication norms of RFID equipment, used for instance along the supply chain by different partners, are not yet defined and can also create data transmission errors due to not matching...
equipment, like antennas, readers and tags (Mayer 2013, pg. 13).

In order to provide answers for these difficulties research has been progressed. Middleware has been developed to transform RFID-specific EPC data to currently used WMS system standards (Mayer 2013, pg. 19). Tag programming specifications have been researched to guarantee data security. Progress has also been made in the read quality of RFID tags, which currently reaches up to 98% (Roberti 2009, pg. 1) and 99.8% (Pique 2012, pg. 1).

3. Results of RFID Studies and Implementations on the Market

The area of RFID applications changed during the last approx. 8 years, from a formerly planned use for single item tracking, for instance on the basis of yoghurt pot tracking, RFID now turned to an adequate solution for asset tracking in closed loop systems, premium-product tracking, temperature control, e.g. for products in the cold chain, object localisation (real time location systems, RTLS), e.g. for fork lifts or trucks, work place safety, maintenance control, automation technique control, like for instance sorter machines in the apparel industry. An overview of all fields of application with RFID in use is shown in the following illustration (Illustration 1).

All applications have one in common, namely the tagging of a special single object, either a premium product, a machine, a bin, a vehicle or even in regards of work place safety, a person.

For a profitable RFID implementation the field of application must be well selected, because as Hess, Medical Director of the Asklepios Future Hospital Program, once said, the view must be turned onto what is financially profitable than on what is "technically feasible" (Compamed 2013).

Although RFID is still not a widespread, all comprising, all market players and processes including identification technology, the described fields of applications are successful, profitable and hence promising for a further progress.

Research centres also intensified their studies on RFID. The German “RFID Anwenderzentrum München [, abbreviated] RFID-AZM” (AZM 2013), FIR e. V. of RWTH Aachen, or Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, just to name a few, operate various different RFID-based research projects.

Fraunhofer IML studies, called “smaRTI, DyCoNet, IOT-A, (...) and LokLog” (Fraunhofer IML 2013d) focus primarily on RFID in asset tracking, air-freight container localisation, definition of the internet-of-things architecture and object localisation.

RWTH Aachen runs the RFID pilot project “Smart.NRW” (Lutz 2013a) with European EPC Competence Centre GmbH, and industry players like Mars, Metro and Mondi (Lutz 2013b). Target of this study is to create a transparent supply chain, to guarantee highest product quality in regards of product-specific best-before-dates (Lutz 2013c) and to enhance “product availability” (Lutz 2013c, own translation).

RFID-AZM operates, among other RFID-driven studies, in the field of an “Augmented Reality (AR)” (Günthner, Wölfle 2011, pg. 14), like “wearable computing” (Günthner, Wölfle 2011, pg. 40), and in the field of “Ubiquitous Computing” (Günthner, Wölfle 2011, pg. 41).

Illustration 1: Summary of main RFID applications
4. Elements of a Cost-Benefit Analysis

Calculatory Analysis
The cost-benefit analysis contains a calculatory and a process-related evaluation.
Quantifying the financial benefit of an RFID implementation and calculating the expected return-on-investment (ROI) often reveals difficulties in evaluating the several different effects on productivity, transparency and strategic benefit (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 3).

Literature differentiates between “tangible and intangible costs and benefits” (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 5), whereas tangible refers to monetary “quantifiable costs and benefits” (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 6), like fixed and variable costs and benefits (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 6), intangible represents “non-quantifiable costs and benefits” (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 8), like operational, strategic and risk related aspects (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 8, pg. 9 and pg. 10).

Whereas fixed and variable costs are easily quantifiable, benefits are more difficult to be evaluated. Benefits due to RFID are for instance optimised processes, due to missing manual barcode scan processes. Further benefits are changes in the administrative process, where process time can be saved due to less errors and automated, systemic process solutions (Ivantysynova et al. 2009, pg. 8).

A standard approach in calculating the profitability of RFID in 3PL warehouse business is a conventional return on investment calculation, with “net returns divided by total expenditure” (Baysan, Ustundag 2013, pg. 17).

Therefore the process time savings due to a change from barcode to RFID technology are examined and compared to the necessary investment of hardware and running costs like RFID tags. The conventional net present value method is used to assess the correct investments, depreciated over a fixed time period, which is assumed to be 10 years with an interest rate of 4.5%.

Process and Material Flow Analysis
Elaborating a customer-oriented improvement process requires the fit to the organisational system of the enterprise (Plenert 2012, pg. 7).

The underlying methodologies range from the Toyota’s Production System (TPS), to Six Sigma., Lean Management and Total Quality Management (TQM), to name a few.

Representative for this ongoing, never-ending improvement process is Deming’s total quality management improvement process (Plenert 2012, pg. 41), also known as “Deming’s Quality Wheel” (Plenert 2012, pg. 62) of “PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act)” (Plenert 2012, pg. 62).

Based on the PDCA-approach various different techniques can be used to first plan the process, to implement and run the process, to verify the process and lastly to adapt the process to new circumstances (Plenert 2012, pg. 62).

One important element of the continuous improvement process is the creation of transparency by illustrating the process in so called Swimlane Diagrams.

Based on this method the as-is-process is described and forms the base for the definition of an optimised target-process, which can be continuously checked and adapted.

Process Workflow Analysis
Process workflows are illustrated as “Swimlane diagrams” (inHarmony 2012, pg. 4) on Microsoft Office VISIO base. Here all processes are clustered in areas of responsibility, so warehouse workers are directly assigned to process steps. Interfaces between different areas of responsibility are also described.

This offers the chance to install “decision points within a process” (inHarmony 2012, pg. 5) and to increase process and product quality.

Material Flow Analysis
The “material flows” (Schmidt 2008a, pg. 83) in regards to the yearly, monthly and daily volume flows, is also graphically definable.

The graphical illustration of these volume flows is also called “Sankey Diagram”, referring to its inventor “Riall Sankey” (Schmidt 2008a, pg. 82). They illustrate the volume flows of pallets for example, but can also be used to illustrate flows of energy or recycling material, of consumption material or production material (Schmidt 2008b, pg. 181).
Depending on the arrow width the volume of the material flow is indicated (Schmidt 2008b, pg. 174).

The advantage of Sankey Diagrams is the summary of all production or warehouse inflows and outflows of material on one page. Bottlenecks, especially at peak seasons, are determined visually, as well as not optimized material flows due to layout reasons or process errors.

Value Stream Mapping (VSM)

From a logistical point of view a traditional VSM shows limitations, because industrial value stream maps represent logistics processes only in two VSM-symbols, one are arrows, showing the movement of products and connecting two production areas and the other one are storage and buffer signs (Günthner et al. 2013, pg. 135).

In order to adapt the technique of value stream mapping onto the demands of logistics the TU Munich elaborated a logistics-oriented approach (Günthner et al. 2013, pg. 135). The main differences to traditional VSM are firstly, that transportation is defined in “process box[es]” (Nash, Poling 2008, pg. 10), providing deeper insight into the process parameters, like “distance (…) cycle time (…) frequency (…) carrier (…) capacity (…) resource” (Günthner et al. 2013, pg. 226, own translation). Also any product storing is represented in box-illustrations, showing the “stock (…) area required (…) stock turn rate (…)” (Günthner et al. 2013, pg. 227, own translation). Any product, picking, packing are separately defined in process boxes, as well as the logistics administrative process (Günthner et al. 2013).

In all processes product quality needs to be maintained or increased, e.g. in value-adding processes, the quantity of the required article has to be correct, e.g. in pick and pack processes and furthermore the delivery time and the destination need to be met. In a logistics-focused value stream design the process-specific handling and transportation times, as well as a production-optimised order inflow are harmonized and aligned to the available resources and their productivity (Günthner et al. 2013).

The main influences on logistics processes are the customer-specific order requirements and order delivery times. They determine the process flow and the cycle time. The customer is hence the “pace maker” (Günthner et al. 2013, pg. 43, own translation) in the logistics system. The 3PL is able to react on these influences with optimized, intelligent process solutions, guaranteeing on customer’s side quality and value-creation but also profitability from an internal perspective.

5. Hypothesis

In order to stay competitive on the market 3PLs have to fulfil customer demands and have to deliver highest qualitative services and transparency combined with competitive prices.

The complexity in warehouse processes enhances the necessity to optimise its processes constantly in order to operate business profitably. One of the process areas, where optimisation potential is hidden, is the time-consuming manual barcode-label scan process. It is the target of this study to evaluate from a process-related point of view and from a financial perspective the benefits of a change from barcode technology to alternative technologies. The selected auto-identification technology is Radio Frequency Identification, RFID.

The hypothesis is that it is profitable to implement and to use RFID technology in 3PL warehouse businesses. The target it to prove that it is profitable to replace the currently installed barcode-label technology with an intelligent auto-identification system, RFID.

6. Empirical Analysis

Methodology

The profitability analysis is firstly based on process evaluations. The target is to show that there are significant process-time savings due to a change from barcode-driven processes to RFID-driven processes. The process analysis will be based on a process workflow, process time measurement and a material flow analysis. All elaborated process steps,
process volumes and process times will be summarized in a logistics-oriented value stream design.

The second step turns the view on financial aspects. A net present value calculation is used to evaluate the related investment, compared to monetary assessed process savings.

Field study
The empirical analysis has been conducted at three different warehouse operations, one dominant full pallet handling business, one with a majority of mixed pallet picking operations and one with a focus on internal transports due to a high amount of value-added-service activities at a specific packing area. The determined scenarios relevant for this process-specific evaluation are summarized in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The empirical analysis has been conducted at three different warehouse operations, one dominant full pallet handling business, one with a majority of mixed pallet picking operations and one with a focus on internal transports due to a high amount of value-added-service activities at a specific packing area. The determined scenarios relevant for this process-specific evaluation are summarized in table 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Scenario Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Empirical Process Analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The analysed warehouse processes are administration, inbound, put away, store in, store out processes, as well as warehouse-internal pallet movements, replenishment and loading processes, including all relevant customer-demands like picking and packing procedures as well as value-added-services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In order to avoid empty runs so called loops are introduced in the process definition. One loop focuses on the loading and unloading of pallets at the ramps, another loop guarantees optimal put-away processes and store-out-processes. Especially the last-mentioned loop combines on the one hand electrical pallet truck processes, to bridge long distances between ramp and rack storage, and on the other hand reach truck processes at the rack storage, combining store-in and store-out runs. These optimised double cycle movements avoid empty runs and enhance warehouse productivity. In some warehouses the described process requires transition points to transfer incoming and outgoing full pallets close to the ramps (inbound-, outbound zone), as well as close to the rack. Additional transition points are necessary for the value-added-service area, were replenishment pallets with packaging material or articles must be pushed in and ready display pallets or remaining pallets with residual packaging or articles must be pulled off to be stored back to the rack storage or loaded on trucks. In this concept it is assumed that all pallet movements to and from transition points are supported by barcode-driven label scans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process Time Measurement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The outcome of the process time measurements is that barcode-label scan processes at pallets vary between 0.02 and 0.09 HMin./scan. Orientation processes, which mean to demote and go up a fork lift, get and deposit handheld scanner,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
search barcode label, etc. vary between 0.07 and 0.18 HMin./action.

Rack location label scans, also representative for transition zone scans, are between 0.03 and 0.06 HMin./scan, depending on the worker’s qualification and barcode-label condition.

Table 2 provides a summary of measured barcode process times.
For calculation purposes the average value of the mentioned scan times are used, which is for scan processes including orientation time, approx. 0.19 HMin. / scan and for rack location and transition zone scans approx. 0.15 HMin. / scan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barcode-Process</th>
<th>Measured Process Time [HMin]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inbound barcode-label scan with handheld scanner</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbound barcode-label scan with handheld scanner</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack location label scan with handheld scanner</td>
<td>0.03 – 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation time for each pallet scan process</td>
<td>0.07 – 0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of measured barcode-related process times

**Logistics-oriented Value Stream Mapping (VSM)**
The VSM is grouped in product families. One product family represents inbound pallets from production site to the high rack storage. A different product family is formed for pallets from production sent to the floor storage. Other product families refer to pallets from external suppliers and pallet flows to high rack or floor storage.

Each process box represents a value-adding logistics process, like unloading, transport, scan, store in, etc.
The time where the pallet is not moved due to buffer times on inbound or outbound zones or due to the period of storage, is summed up and illustrated in the total idle-time of the value stream.
The time where the pallet is moved or processed is called process time or cycle time. This time per pallet from inbound to outbound is also summed up along the value stream.
Illustration 2 is the value stream for pallets moving from production site to high rack storage. Each process box describes the relevant process for that product, e.g. unload pallet, scan pallet, put away, store in, store out and load.

Summing up all process times of the defined process boxes then a total process time from inbound to outbound per pallet is received; see the coloured line below the process boxes in illustration 2.

Comparing a barcode-driven process, see measured process times in table 2, with an auto-identification based process in this value stream design then a process time reduction of 15 % per pallet is achievable (Illustration 2).

Illustration 2: Logistics-oriented Value Stream Map (product family 1)

**Process Time Analysis**
The process time calculation per branch serves now as basis for further calculations. As already described, the scenario definition determines which process step, and hence, which process time influences the scenario-specific calculation.
Scenario 2 and 4 examine which effects may arise on 3PL warehouse side, if the logistics service provider is obliged to tag both full pallets and items on the pallet, see scenario 2, or full pallets only, see scenario 4. The respective process time for such additional work is also included in the examination. The additional work time is subtracted from the total process time saving generated by the change to RFID.

In order to evaluate process time savings on a conservative way additional process time for booking procedures are also calculated, in case the RFID-tag of a pallet or item are not read. These corrective actions are also regarded and their process time is also subtracted from the total process time saving. Depending on the analysed scenario a certain amount of corrective actions is assumed. Currently achievable read rates of 98% (Roberti 2009, pg. 1) define the necessary amount of corrective actions in this warehouse analysis. A failure read rate of 2% is included in the calculation of work time.

The multiplication of process time with process-related yearly volumes defines the total yearly process time saving per process step in seconds. The sum of saved seconds is transformed then to minutes, to hours and lastly to work-days, with 8 work-hours per work-day.

A monetary evaluation of process time savings is based on personnel costs per hour, incl. equipment and consumption costs, of rounded 25 € per hour.

The result is that the highest process time savings are realisable on 3PL side in scenario 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and especially in full pallet handling businesses. An exception is scenario 2, because pallets and items have to be tagged by the 3PL.

The process-related efforts are extremely high and require additional manpower, which make a change from barcode technology to auto-identification technology inefficient and uneconomic. All other scenarios, even the one where the 3PL tags all incoming full pallets on its own, generate process time savings.

Illustration 3 shows graphically the effects on personnel costs per year in percentage, realisable with an implementation of RFID technology. In this illustration 3 scenario 2 shows a plus of 298 % in personnel costs due to tagging efforts of pallets and items in the warehouse inbound (Illustration 3).

**Scenario-specific RFID- Investment and Running Costs Calculation**

The calculation is divided into two segments, on the one hand fixed costs and on the other hand variable, running costs. Whereas the fixed costs for hardware investment is a one-time payment, depreciated over 10 years linearly with an interest rate of 9 %, the running costs occur constantly and are in this
analysis the RFID-tag costs per pallet or per item of 10 cent per transponder.

The hardware components included in this study are RFID portal readers, RFID reader & antennas at material handling equipment, handheld scanners, (passive tag) printers and for the picking process in particular RFID reader installations at the picking trolley.

Illustration 4 provides an overview of required RFID investment and costs per scenario. The highest total costs for RFID hardware and running costs arise in scenario 2 because of the high amount of transponders needed for the item tagging process in the inbound (Illustration 4).

![Illustration 4: Cost & Investment Calculation Results per year [€] for RFID Equipment depreciated and RFID-tags](image)

**Scenario-specific Calculation Results**

The hypothesis that RFID generates profitability in 3PL warehouse business could be proven in all scenarios, except scenario 2.

Illustration 5 shows the effect of a change from barcode to RFID technology on the yearly warehouse budget. It is shown that except scenario 2 all others have a decrease in yearly warehouse budget costs (Illustration 5).

Implementing an RFID-driven business based on tagged items, leads to high financial losses in the analysed businesses. Hence RFID on item-level is not profitable. Instead of using RFID-tags on single items all other scenarios showed monetary savings. Either attached by producer or warehouse provider the results for full pallet tracking based on RFID-technology are positive. Favourable for RFID, as auto-identification technology, are hence full pallet dominant businesses. That result underlines the previously introduced main fields of application. RFID is primarily used in object localisation, premium product tracking, closed-loop asset tracking, just to name a few.

Important for a successful RFID implementation is a supply-chain wide, all partners including cost benefit sharing model. The benefits could be spread and costs could be splitted. Nevertheless the willingness of participation must be lived by all business participants.
7. Conclusion

The analysis has been conducted on a detailed data base. The process workflow and material flow definition, combined with a detailed process time measurement, provided a solid base for a transparent cost-benefit analysis. The existing barcode-driven as-is processes have been analysed and measured in real time. So the benefits of an avoidance of manual barcode scan processes could be evaluated upon realistic data. The hypothesis has been, except for scenario 2, proven that RFID technology generates profitability in 3PL warehouse businesses.

Nevertheless it has to be emphasized that the analysis excluded explicitly all software-specific IT-programming efforts or middleware installations. Not considered are also one-time costs per RFID-installation, like engineering and installation costs, programming efforts, yearly maintenance costs and the elaboration and installation of an IT-emergency concept and back-up solution.

Furthermore the cost calculation is conservatively calculated. Only the higher cost estimations for RFID-tags and hardware have been selected. In a pilot study a proof-of-concept analysis must be calculated in order to specify the costs.

The scenario-calculations represent realistic situations, although no RFID-based failure-reducing effects in barcode-processes like partial withdrawals, clearance processes, and loading errors, return processes due to loading, picking errors, inventory adjustments, stock controls and systemic corrective actions have been evaluated. It is the responsibility of the warehouse manager to establish optimised processes with no errors, with or without RFID-technology in use, although RFID-technology is able to monitor and enhance the process quality, better than currently achieved by barcode-technology.

For a detailed analysis it was also important to distinguish among two different scenario-parameters, either tagging at producer’s site or at the 3PL warehouse. From a 3PL perspective it is essential to know the impacts, if a customer is not willing to participate in a change to RFID. The warehouse leader has to be able to decide upon valid, profoundly analysed data if a RFID-transponder-tagging process by warehouse workers is profitable.

In case the customer participates and RFID-technology is established along the supply chain then it will be necessary to negotiate a fair cost and benefit distribution among all parties.

So for this analysis the calculated financial saving for the 3PL in scenario 1 and scenario 3, where the producer is forced to attach RFID-transponders on pallets and/or items, will be reduced with a fair CBS model.
But on the contrary monetary savings on 3PL side will be increased in scenario 2 and scenario 4, where part of the RFID-transponder running costs will no longer be covered by the 3PL only, but will be also covered by other supply chain partners, like the producer.

In this context it has to be mentioned, that if the 3PL is able to install an automated RFID-label machine at the production line of the customer, as well as an RFID-reader gate, all financed by the 3PL, then the manual pallet labelling process in scenario 4 can be avoided. Although RFID-equipment, RFID-label-machine, RFID-transponders are still paid by the 3PL, the savings of scenario 3 keep on rising. The avoidance of manual RFID-pallet labelling processes leads to a time saving, which is monetarily a sum of 58,461 €, calculable on top of the scenario 4 result.

Furthermore it has to be emphasized that the analysis only focused on the warehouse business. The interface to the transportation has not been further investigated.

Nevertheless this study has proven that a change from standardised, trusted approaches to state-of-the-art technology and optimised process-solutions is overdue. The profitability increase is one result; the process- and quality-optimisation with an impact on an ergonomic workplace design is another point of view. Lastly the reputational effect, produced and reflected on the market, leaves an impact on customer satisfaction and customer acquisition.

The view on workforce is important, not just in terms of labour costs. According to Prof. Dr. ten Hompel (2013) it is for the future predicted that in seven years the labour market may suffer employee scarcity (ten Hompel 2013, pg. 7). The labour market will be understaffed with up to “2 Mio. workers” (ten Hompel 2013, pg. 7, own translation) and the problem will grow until 2050, where a lack of “5 Mio. workers” (ten Hompel 2013, pg. 7, own translation) is predicted.

A parallel development in the next years is the technological advancement. Until approx. 2023 the systemic “storage density” (ten Hompel 2013, pg. 11, own translation) may reach a ten times higher level than today (ten Hompel 2013, pg. 11). That data-increase enhances the complexity with which employees as well as currently used systems and databases have to cope with. With such a development new technology opens new fields of applications, like advanced RFID-transponders and readers, modern camera-systems able to read 2D-/3D-barcodes, automated guided vehicles, intelligent bins, etc. The objects will become as a consequence more intelligent, with the result that they coordinate themselves independently (Fraunhofer IML 2013i). The objectives will interact with each other in the future (Fraunhofer IML 2013i). The skills and abilities of objects are going to rise, whereas the costs for the components are going to fall. A logistics service provider has to be aware of these developments. In order to keep track of the latest advancements it is obligatory for all 3PLs to analyse constantly new applications on the market, like realised with RFID.

In all these necessary evaluations it is important to evaluate what fields of applications are improvable with what technological innovation. The target must be to determine the cornerstones of transparent, glassy, optimised and profitable warehouses and distribution centres.

RFID-technology is one piece of the puzzle, fitting well for full-pallet-handling business. Nevertheless the search for an optimal fit of new technology keeps on going on.
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